
Highly efficient low intensity 
heaters for maximum efficiency

Low intensity heaters

*Refers to LHV

Condensing low 

intensity heaters 

with up to 110%  

thermal efficiency*



Low intensity heaters: inspired by the sun

We have a major role model, the sun! GoGaS low intensity heaters 

work in the same manner, sending infrared radiation over long 

distances without any distribution losses. This makes them ideal 

for halls and other large volume buildings. The focus is always 

on the innovative combination of pleasant heat and maximum 

energy efficiency.

Like tHe first rays of sunsHine in spring

Producing heat using long-wave infrared radiation 
is a natural phenomenon that we could not live 
without. The sun is a natural source of infrared 
radiation. Think about the first warming rays of 
sunshine in spring that everyone waits months 
for, the pleasant heat literally gets under your 
skin. Thanks to our low intensity heaters‘ high 
surface temperatures you experience exactly the 
same pleasant, natural feeling of warmth. The 
reflectors on the low intensity heaters ensure 
flexible distribution so that the pleasant heat 
actually ends up where it‘s needed: wherever 
people are.

a reaL aLL-rounder

Flexibility and adaptability are required everywhere 
nowadays. We also demand this of our products. 
Regardless of whether you want to heat halls with 
or without public access, with simple or highly 
complex heat requirements, our experts develop 
the best solution together with you.

Cost effiCienCy by saving energy

Comfort and the pleasant temperature control of 
work and recreational areas are top priorities when 
it comes to heating. At the same time, you acquire 
state of the art heat solutions that can be used 
particularly efficiently and flexibly. Cost savings 
are of major importance in light of constantly 
rising energy prices. GoGaS low intensity heaters 
significantly contribute to this. Thanks to years 
of research and development, we also make a 
considerable contribution to the reduction of CO

2
 

emissions.

Heat creates 

comfort

110 % efficiency – condensing low intensity 
heaters use virtually all the residual heat. 
 
as a result you save energy, reduce Co2 and 
significantly decrease your energy costs.



Low intensity heaters in an indoor playground

your benefits

Our innovative GoGaS portfolio includes all product 
variants that can be used for energy efficient and 
sustainable heat management. 
This variety allows for system-independent advice 
that always guarantees the best solution for your 
specific case.

Our low intensity heaters have a particularly high 
radiation efficiency, maximum energy saving 
potential and reduce CO

2
 emissions. All GoGaS 

low intensity heaters comply with the German 
EnEV and EEWärmeG energy efficiency regulations 
and are very easy to install.

Co2 reduction      easy to install

Low running costs     Compliance with german
       enev & eeWärmeg regulations

High radiation efficiency    Maximum thermal efficiency

instant heat for complete    Maximum energy savings 
or partial areas

efficient customised heating systems. our innovative technology 
for the sustainable reduction of your energy costs!



overvieW of LoW intensity Heaters (series dsL/dsu, simplex, genius, genius insulated)

TYPE* 10/1 10/2 20/1 20/2 20/3 20/4 30/2 30/3 30/4 40/2 40/4 50/5 60/6 70/3 70/7

DSUs

DSUg

DSUgi

DSLs

DSLg

DSLgi

Condensing tech-
nology possible
Nominal thermal 
load** kW 10 10 20 20 20 20 30 30 30 40 40 50 60 70 70

Length/mm 4.971 6.456 4.971 6.456 9.359 12.262 7.880 9.359 12.262 7.880 12.262 15.165 18.068 9.518 20.971

s = simplex, g = genius, gi = genius insulated *e.g. 10/1 = approx. 10 kW und 1 segment, 20/2 = approx. 20 kW und 2 segments, etc.
** These details are approximate values. The exact values depend on the configuration of the equipment.

For technical specification sheets and design guides see gogas.com

technical facts and figures

Fully automated gas burner: 

single-stage, two-stage or 

modulating

Exclusive ceramic fibre composite insulation and a reflective casing are what turn the 
standard Simplex design into our Genius masterpiece with radiation efficiency of over 
72%. Both the standard and premium design are available with linear (DSL) or U-bend 
(DSU) emitter tubing. This allows for the heat output to be varied perfectly for each 
defined area!

High-grade steel spiral 

turbulators ensure maximum 

heat transfer in the tubing

Reflectors with 

end caps

Aluminised and calorised 

steel tubing with improved 

emission level >98%

Flanged connections, easy 

to assemble and stable

Low intensity heaters

LoW intensity Heater + trigoMaX = HigHLy effiCient Condensing LoW intensity Heater



trigoMaX – teCHniCaL detaiLs

Connected load max. 40 KW

Flue gas inlet < 210 °C

Flue gas outlet < 60 °C

Air flow rate ca. 800 m3 / h

Efficiency min. 98 % / max. 110 %*

Length 4.000 mm

Exchanger length 3.250 mm

Weight ca. 65 kg

* Refers to LHV

For technical specification sheets and design guides see gogas.com

technical facts and figures

Efficient air circulation fan, 

runs the exchanger and 

reduces warm air pockets

Connection to plastic  

or stainless steel 

exhaust system 

Connection to low 

intensity heater

30° adjustable 

exhaust spout

Stable galvanised 

sheet steel casing

Condensation pipe connection 

with captive siphon

Condensing low intensity heater — multi-layer aluminium heat exchanger

LoW intensity Heater + trigoMaX = HigHLy effiCient Condensing LoW intensity Heater



tHe WorLd‘s first Condensing 
LoW intensity Heater

Following years of intensive research and 
development work we present a world first that 
has revolutionised the market in no time: the 
condensing low intensity heater.

TRIGOMAX, the flue gas heat exchanger that uses 
residual heat, produces a highly efficient condensing 
low intensity heater with an efficiency of up to 
110% when combined with our GoGaS Simplex or 
Genius low intensity heaters.

GoGaS low intensity heaters work efficiently. 
TRIGOMAX gets the absolute most out of them, using 
virtually all the residual heat. Heat is available 
immediately as no storage or permanent outlet 
is needed. Even heat distribution makes it possible 

to prevent warm air pockets under the hall ceiling 
caused by the sun or by production.

TRIGOMAX exceeds all the requirements of our time: 
it achieves top values in terms of energy savings 
and CO

2
 reduction. Our sustainable innovation is 

the cheapest way to comply with the German 
EEWärmeG regulation and fall below the EnEV 
maximum limits.

A plastic condensate-resistant exhaust system is 
used downstream from the TRIGOMAX. Regardless 
of whether you need just one or several condensing 
low intensity heaters, roof penetrations can be 
kept to a minimum thanks to them being merged 
into just one single flue gas collection system.

The ingenious formula is: GoGaS low intensity 
heater + TRIGOMAX = 110% efficiency

Condensing 

low intensity 

heater with 

up to 110% 

efficiency

no hot air pockets under the hall ceiling no storage or permanent outlet needed

supplied ready to install  Minimal roof penetrations

Compliance with german enev   reduction of Co2

& ee Wärmeg regulations

short payback period  safety temperature limiter as standard

significant energy savings  even heat distribution  

Condensing LoW intensity Heater HigHLigHts



inteLLigent ControL teCHnoLogy

Control technology is the core of a modern heating 
system. GoGaS offers tailored solutions ranging 
from simple room thermostats to complex bus 
technology using the innovative ECONOVUS control 
system.

praCtiCaL ModuLar systeM

The new modular ECONOVUS control system with 
ECOM module technology guarantees a flexible 
solution for any application. All you have to do 
is choose the modules you really need. Besides 

Even more 

convenience 

thanks to 

touchscreen 

and modular 

design

Condensing low intensity heater

no hot air pockets under the hall ceiling no storage or permanent outlet needed

supplied ready to install  Minimal roof penetrations

Compliance with german enev   reduction of Co2

& ee Wärmeg regulations

short payback period  safety temperature limiter as standard

significant energy savings  even heat distribution  

the standard modules for different GoGaS heating 
systems, additional comfort modules are also 
available, which can be retrofitted at anytime, e. g.:

• BMS connection
• Overtime switching
• Gas meter reading
• Light control

Storing climate data is a must in many businesses. 
ECONOVUS is your memory for this. Climate and 
consumption data, specified values and switching 
times can be recorded to evidence operating hours.

The control system provides additional convenience 
as the modern touchscreen PC makes it easier to 
record data over 52 weeks.

Be it a centralised control centre or decentralised 
solution, the system is put together based on 
your personal requirements.



GoGaS Goch GmbH & Co. KG 
Zum Ihnedieck 18
D-44265 Dortmund (Germany)  
Telephone  + 49 231 46505-0
Fax       + 49 231 46505-88  
info@gogas.com
www.gogas.com
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